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INTRODUCTION 
VOLUNTEER - ProFESSIONAL PARrlmRSHIP 
Throughout its history the Young omen' a Christian sao-
ciation ha operated on the 'basic aonc pt of a shared respOnaibili ty 
pro:f'eaaioD&l and wlunteer lead rahip in the administration 
of' the assoeiation's progro. The first :usoe!a.tion to wse the name 
·"Young omen1 s Chl"iatian Association" a started by a group of' 1q 
women in Boston in 1866. Th professional leader entered the scene 
wh n the program beeame eo extensive and oo plex as to call "tor more 
time and partieularly · re apeoialized knowledge than the wlunteers 
had to give to the work. It ia interestingly reeorded 1n··eo e of the 
association literat\ire tbatt 
1 . 
The volunteer began the AI although they called th 
aelws b;y no such name. They wre the who aaw eo 
thirlg to be done and organized thellleelves into boards am 
eonai tteeB to aee . that it -.. done. en a taek required 
a man with speCial trabliig or particular abilities they 
aet about finding tb proper periiOnJ eomeone who could 
take charge of a ho , eomeone who oould organise COIIIId. ttees 
and clubs, call on girl• and advi on thei!" probl , 
an r crit1o1ama, raise money,. be a force in the eommunity, 
do a thoWI8lld and one things .. in short be a general secretary 
(. • .) • For tull time eerric sueh a pereon wa.s UIUally 
employed. Aa teacher of claa ea she might be a volunteer 
or be peid. In e1 ther case, abe 1r8.S or course in sympa:t.lly 
with the obj ctivea ot the work . .Both volunteers and 
seo:retarlea had a tren!ATI!dous aenae of responaibilit;y to the 
tuk they bed undertaken. 2 
l A" 11 accepted as good usage by -·the National Board or 
the Yotmg Women' a C.hriatian AQOciationa. _ 
2 ., argaret Hiller,. See at You•'ft Got Into (New York, • Y. 
omens Press) 1939, p. SO · · 
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The annual statistical report of the NationBl Eoard of the 
3 
Young Wome1:i'1 s Christian Associations clearly sho s that even today, 
almost eightY-five years after its founding, the association relies 
il heavily on volunteer leadership. The figures 'indicate that ln 1946 
II 
I! 
II 
almost ninety•five thousand individuals carried slightly more than one 
hundred and fifteen thousand volunteer leadership responsibilities. The 
:, 
I' report further indicates that a much smaller number of positions, or 
11 
II approximately ten thousand professional, maintenance and clerical workers 
·'I were employed by the association during this year. These figures give 
mute testimony to the fact that the amount of work carried by an asso-
ciation liOuld be greatly curtailed 1'19re it not tor the women Vlho serve 
as Volunteer leaders. 
HotreVer, it is neither tradition nor expediency that moves the , 
Young omen's Christian Association to include the volunteer in its 
responsible leadership. True, the volume of work would be greatly 
limited, but far more important, the Young omen's Christian Association 
would be failing to fulfill its Christian. purpose were it not willing 
to recognize the worth and contribution of all individuals and give 
ample opportunity for participation and responsibility. 
The volunteer leader's contribution in the Young Women's 
Christian Association does not duplicate that of' the professional 
II leader, nor is it to be thought of as an extension of' the professional 
,. 
II 
- · 3 Fif"Os Talk Back, Annual Statistical Report for the 
National Board of' the YICA, 1§ 
2 
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person• s contribution. The role of the volunteer leader is distinct and 
unique in itself. She· brings to th .... voluntee!'-professional artner-
ship a kno ledge of the comnunity and the needs of the people Who live 
i n it \'drl.ch the profess:lonal person who may be nenror to the community 
cannot brlng, - Th volunteer leader often is more directly rel ated to 
t he community, either boeause she has lived there tor a longer time, 
or because her assoc.iations are more direct and more varied. ~ 
Yotmg omen 1 s Ohristian Association is not her only interest and because 
of her wider relationships she brings a perspective of the larger 
community. Because her work at the n7CA is not her vocation am the 
source or her livelihood, she often .can see situations and anticipate 
actions and reactions with DIOre objectivity. Similarly, because or 
her place :ln the community she can give convincing interPretation and 
support to the agency in her relations with other individuals and 
groups. Volunteers can contribute specialized skills which may mt be 
evident in the professional staff and t hereby enrioh the quality as 
well as t he volume of the program. 
The professional leadership, on the other hand, also has ita 
unique and distinct contribution to make . The professional person mq 
be expected to have a precision in kno 1lodge of the purpose as well as 
objectives and methods of l'I'Ork which are characteristic of the Young 
omen• .. s Christian Association. She brings to the relationship kno,... 
ledge of objectives and methods of work in the related fields of for-
mal education, health,- religion and recreation. Because o£ the pro-
fessional person's training and experience and he.r knowl edge of the best 
-=-.,,-'----"= -----
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Practices in the fieldt she works to maintain a standard and quality ot 
both content or program and methods of work. 
THE CONCEPT OF· FELLOWSHI P AND INCLUSIVWiESS 
The purpose of the Young Women t s Christian Association 
establishes the philosophy basic to the practice of giving an impor-
tant place to the volunteer leadership in the administration of the 
agency . The purpose states 1 
To build a fellowship or 110l!1Em and girls 
devoted to the task of realizing in our 
common lif'e those ideals or personal and 
social living to which we are committed 
as Christiana. 
In this endeavor we seek to understand 
Jesua, to share in his love for all people 
and to grow in knowledge and love of God. 4 
The Young Women's Christian Association conceives of 
"tellovnship" as meaning the group of people who because ot common 
int erests and objectives choose to be associated in working together 
toward their common objectives. The association's philosoPhy and 
method of work are predicated on the Christian purpose whieh recog-
nizes the worth of all individuals and which moves the association to 
try to include persons of all races, creeds, nationalities, ages and 
economic status in the fellowship. nrnclusiveness" is a word fre-
quently used by the association to describe this concept. Someti..'llf!ls 
the Young Women's Christian Association refers to itself as a nmember-
4 · Mary Sims, The Natural History of a Social Institution, 
:the DCA ( Ns Yol'k , N. Y. Womans Press , 1935 ) -p. 236. 
CHART I 5 I ========~iF===-~-~~====~~~====~~-=~~~~~~~=======-~----==-=-~~=-~~~-~~~~~---
1 CENTRALIZED FORM: OF OIDANIZATION * 
1 
Hembership 
onmdttee 
Chairmen of Committees 
who consult with 
lO 
which lects 
Prasi ent 
who as igns 
board reapo sibilities 
incl ing 
Individual Assignments 
(without standing 
_ comm.1 t tees) 
~----------------------------~ 
appo te 
All-Association Committees 
' appoints 
Commi tteea for Special 
Constituenc 
indicates direct line or authority and responsibility 
-------- indicates the source of membership to committee and 
the interests and responsibilities brought to it 
indicates that the parts e.re related to the whole 
* Source: Administration in City Associations, tmpublished 
--- ~- -_ _j-lli8J!U&erlpt, Na~iona1 Board of Young omen's Christian Association 
- - --1~- -- -- -
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ahip organisation"~. implying that i te ways ~ ~rk auat insure reeo~ 
Di tion of the 110rth of ind1Viduals1 pmri.de opportunity f'"or partici-
pation am responsibility and otter freedo to make choices am de-
cieions,. The goal of the A is .a more signitieant pereonal and ·social 
development tor an who participate in 1 t. The purpose of the auo-
ciation tocuaea directly and unoondi tionall.y on the development of a 
' . 
reaponai'ble leadership which has atatus, ia representative and which . 
participates actively 1n the attairs of the as.,c1ation. 
THE CONCEPT OF .s.mERSHIP PARI'ICIPATIOI 
The intention ot the Young Woman' a Christian Anociation to 
be a demoerat1c orgaDization in which thote P81'&0M oo-. tted to the 
purpose and expteasmg the desire llq help in determln:t111 progrem am 
pol1c1ea ia deaeribed in a . chart ot the adJdDiatrative .truetu,re. 
CHARI' I on page. 5 deeoribes the central.i•ed form ot org!Lllisation Wl4ld 
1n J18D.Y aaaociaticma 1n larger co•n•a't1ea. It allow how the. parta ot 
the association are nlated to . the whole. It il.ldicates the .lines ot 
autborit:r and ahem· how naponaibilitiea are diltributad by the ·Board 
ot Directors to "f'arioUJ ooait.teea. 
"ill-aa.,c.tation C0111mitteea" are thoM· which carry reapan-
aib111t1ea tor the total aaaoeiation. A emberahip, FiDance, Property 
or Pereo~mel CODSittee might be fiD!Ilples ot euch all-asaociatioD 
co.tttAiea. "COIIIIIitteea for Special Constl tuencyft refers to thoae COJB-
l.ttees which carey reaponsibUit!ea tor Tarl.oua groups and intereet.s in 
the ueociatioT!., as ror :tnstanee, btlsineas and indua.trial girla1 
I 
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teenage youth, health education and arts and crafts interests, or per-
.IIOJ18 li"'Ving in the reaiden~•· The number and types or committees · vary 
from aasociation to association depending on the aize and t h special 
emphases in program. 
The wo:rd nconatituencT' ia U8\18lly Wl8d to deacribe the 
total 2l111Dber of peraons participating ·1n iabY pbaa or the association 
program. The term "memberahip" has come to carry a co:nnotation ~ 
commitment to the purpose and a deaire to be aotiw and-1'9sponaible 
tor implementing the purpoae. 
Th4U'e am three types or ~berah1p in the YoUDg o-.n•a 
Christian Aaaociationr electoral berahip; which a88UIIIea acceptance · 
ot the purpoee. and carri a the prirllege or vot1Dg ·pOwer ·aDd 1"88POD-
aibU1ty tor 11011dng a.e'tiftly in~~~ aaaociatimtJ asl!iociate m ibe~ 
ship• llhicb: .asin:unes interest · in ·tbe asaooiation but does not ··carry 
voting privilege . or apecific reapon81bilityJ jurilor lllellberahj,p, which 
is a designation ot bite.reat in the purpose, but does not carry either 
voting prl.vllege or designated responsibility because bT oonatitutiollal 
apecitieation jtmior Dl811lbera or thoee UDder eighteen years of_ age -caDDOt 
vote. It ia required that tho · persona canoying leadership ruponai-
bili ties on the · Board of Directo:rs be electoral membel"'ll. Electoral 
embel"Ship -1a desired <al¥1 urged for those serving in other leaderabip 
capacities. 
' 
I· 
CLASSIFICATION OF VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP RFSPONSIBILITI!S 
=== ==Th= e.=Bo= oton==· =Yo='t=mg~=o=me=n:-c•=s'""'C=hri==et=i=.aJ=.n=A=·a=soci=· =a:=t=i =on=,= whe= re==th=· •="--=JL=== 
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r1ri · ar collected the datn i'or t.his study, outlines the qunlific tio o 
and t~rpes of responsibilitiew volun:'c.ear loader may carr:~r in th aooo 
5 
iation in the B;v-L :ws of the aoeociation. The follouing statements 
e.re mad ·: 
revised, 
Volunt eer leaders shall be those Who contribute tine, 
experience and Skill without remuneration. 6 
A volunteer leader shall possess wbat$Ver abilities, 
skill 8:nd. interests ~ neceasar:v to accom lish the ' 
work 1n the partioular field in which she accepts re-
SpOnsibility:. ·7 
A volunteer ' leader shall be elected or appointed 
according to the procedure herein provided f or the 
particular rcsporisibUi ty sho accepts 1n ·the as so. 
ciation. S 
A volunteer leader may serve in any of the following 
capacities# 
· 1ember of the Board of Directors · 
Officer of the association and Board of 
· Directors 
Chairman of Standing or Special Committees 
of t he Association · 
Official delegate to the National Convention 
Chairman or membel' of Standing Ol" Special 
Committees of clubs and councils 
Individual service in behalf of the Asso• 
eiation whenever and wherever such service 
is needed. 9 
5 By: Laws, Boston Yo'!.Jn8 Women' s Christian Association: 
1947 . 
6 ibid& 
7 !bide 
8 Ibid: 
9 ibida 
p. 16 
p. 16 
p. 16 
p. 17 
8 
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The Board o:f' Directors i s t he body responsible for admin· 
istering t he program and services of the association, ,Which includes the 
r sponsibilities :f'or business and finance, _for providing volunteer and 
professional leadershi p, .initiating, . planning and evaluating program 
and serVices, and interpreting and relating the agency to the community. 
In eve~J association the Board ot Directors appoints 
committees to help carry on the work of t he association. The primary 
functi on of such committee.$ has been described ~· followsa 
The standing committees of the board are intended 
to relieve the board of much of the detail that 
would otherwise have to be dealt with by the board 
as a whole, to give preliminary study and eonsidera• 
tion to many problams in preparation for board action 
and to keep the board. in touch with the work of the 
various departments or divisions or the program.( ••• ) 
A committee may have an administrative function - that 
is it may have definite responsibilities and the author-
i t y to make decisions in regard to questions that fall 
within the area of its responsibility; it may have 
an advisory or consultative .f'unction, serving as a 
resource in developfni the progrBl!l of a given depart-
ment. 10 
Councils are usually comprised of officers of clubs within 
a department or ot representatives appointed or elected to serve on 
such a leadership group in the department. Their tunction is largely 
advisory in relation to policy for the total association. They serve 
as a channel of conmnmication between the Board of Directors and the 
constituents and usually carry a heavy responsibility for planning 
10 The Staridards Study, RePgrt of the National Board 
of the _ Young Women's Christian AssociatioJ;Is ot the United States to 
the Fi:f'teenth National Convention, p1 49 
9 
departmental programs. 
Program leaders are those individuals who serve as advisers 
to clubs, hostesses tor informSJ. recreational affairs, end ieaders for 
special interest groups'. hey may carry both a teachirlg ond advisory 
i'unctiOn in l"'elation to the groups for which they are responsible. 
PURPOSE OP. TirE STUDY 
The purpose of this thesis is to study the number and types 
of responsibilities carried by volunteer leaders in the Boston Young 
omen's Christian Association during the calendar year ot nineteen 
. hundred and forty.seven • . It fUrther is aimed to determine the ·distri-
bution of the volunteer leadership as to age, nativity and race~ church 
affiliation ani occupation, and to determine to what extent the volunteer 
leadership is representative or the constituency. F1nally 1 the atmy 
will try to determine the principal methods used ~ recruiting and 
selecting the volunteer leadetshi.p. It is hoped that it may prove of 
some value in indicating to what extent t he association has moved to 
implement . the fu.rdamental purpose and to develop a responsible leader-
ship which is incluive and representative of the persons who have 
indicated their interest and commitment to the pUrpOse of the Yotmg 
omen,. s Christian Association. 
~m'I'HODS AND PPllCEDURES 
The annual statistical reports for the year 1947 which 
included an snalysis of the constituency and membership were used in 
10 
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s tudying e numbor and t ype of res onsi i itie c ried y lunteer 
1 a. ers. . e e ci_ ...,_ t e. a1 co rere ot i e t.o scertain ·t di tribut of 
the leader . 1ip a ., to t ypes of p rsons carrying such res nsi ilit es. 
inu e of the meetings of the Board of Directors, the 
Nominating!1 Jembe -shi an Volunt eer Persotmel Co ttees re studied 
care.f'ull to determ n the d.nds of r sponsibi1i ties c rried. and to gain 
an insight to the cri ter:bt and qualifications set up for the various 
eategories. Other !llater:tals studied by the uri ter included the mmr..:tal 
r port of the Bon of' Directors to the mambers.lJ.ip,_ the bulle tins 't'rhioh 
vrere prepared periodically tb_mugho t the year to keep the members in-
f ormed, the Vo tear Personnel Bureau files, and the Constitution and 
By-La s of the association. 
~ost of the data pertaining to the recruiting ani selection 
practices were obtained through personal interviews and th use of a 
questionnaire .* It was not possible to arrange to talk personsl.ly with 
chairmen of ttees, but the writer interviewed the program directors 
of all the depnrtments mich dealt with the program aspects of the 
e.goncy. These included th following departments: Business and Indus-
trial, Health Eduea.tion, Cantral ~gistration, Student,. Teonage, Uember-
ehip,. Volunteer Personnel, and orks ops. In addition several interviews 
re held ~th the Executiv Director and the president of the Board 
of Directors. , 
* . See Appem.ix 
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PART I 
Al~ALYSIS OF THE VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP AS TO NtmBER 
TYPES OF RESPONSIBILITIES, TYPF.S OF PERSO JS SERVIllG, 
AND REPRESmTATION IN RELATIO TO THE CONSTITUENCY 
12 
i 
il TABLE l 
I DISTRlBUTlO OF A VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP BY TYPES OF RESPONSIBiliTY AUD OCCUPATION * 
II 
:-........., --
____ ..._.. ______ .,.. ___ .,......,....._.., __________ 
·-----~---........_, _ _._ ___ 
' 
t J • ' 
II 'Board o£ ' • •·Program •Total o.•Total No, 
! Q!!sa!&:iat1on1Directors:1C0111nitteee •Cotmeil ' Lettders1Poeit1ons'Individuala 
• •• ' • t ' §ocW · orkers' 
' ~- I 
,. t ~ t ~ i I • • ' t ' t i 
'I' eaehers • 1 
' 
10 t - ~ ' t l6 • 10 • i 't t i · i I 
Nurses t ' •· 
' 
• 
' 
' 8 t s • . l t ., t 
' 
., 
Other Prof'. J ~ • ~ 1 8 • ~ ' ~ ' ~~ • ' ' • t i Clerical t 2 • 1~ 
' 
g t !t~ ' 28 ' S9 Tel. and Tel . ., ' ·t t t • 
Workera • t t 2 • 2 I & • ~ 
t 
' • t t f Sale8110me2 ... • t l 'f 2 ' 2 • z Industrl.al ' t l i t ,. 
orkers 
' 
• 1 ' 6 ' 1 • 10 • 6 Operative e . g .. ' 1 ' ' 
f i 
drassma.'«trs t 1 1 ' 1 ' 2 ' 
' 
• 4 I t 
' ' 
i t 
Service · !O:t ers ' 1 • 2 " ' J ' J Students . ,, t • • 
' 
• 
See 1 Schools f t ' t 2 • 2 t 2 S~enta · . f 1 - I • 
-· f'rado or Bus, •• • 1 ' 6 • • ... 'l • 
' •• 
-Student::i •• • t t 
Colles;e t f g ., t ~ ' ll ' 2 Not Seeld.ng ,. J i I 
' 
i 
Employment ·t 22 I ll~ ' l ' 22 ' lSJ ' 112 
' 
t •• • ' 
t 
Unknown • ·• 16 • l t J t 22 t l8 f I 
' ' 
r 
•· 
TOTAL 
' 34 .. 215 1 Sl • 89 ' 421 t 316 
* 
Source: Statistical Report of the Boston Young omen•a Chrlatian 
Association to the National Board, 1947 
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CHAPI'ER I 
NUMBER AND TYPES OF RESPONSIBILITIES CARRIED BY VOLUNTEER LEADERS 
One or the general purposes of this study as set forth in the 
Introduction 11as to determine the number and t ypes o£ responsibilities 
carried by volunteers and to determine the composition of t he group of 
persons who m re pa.rticipatilig in t he association in this V1B.Y. 
TABLE I on page 13 shows the distribution of the vol~teer 
leadership a.s to type . of responaibili ties carried and the n~ber serv .. 
ing in each category. 
Four hundred and tW8nty-one pOsitions were filled by volun-
teers, comprising a total group of three hundred and sixteen individuals. 
From these figures 1 t is apparent that there was a difference or one 
hundred and tive with some individuals car:cying more t han one responsi-
bility, or that there was a duplication of about thirtY""three and one-
third pere$llt. 
The largest number or approximately one-half of the positions 
carried by volunteers fell into the category o£ committee responsibility. 
The next t190 highest categories were for council and program leadership 
responsibilities. 
1 
In a more intensive analysis or the data for one or the 
1 Source: Volunteer Personnel Files_, Boston Young Women's 
Christian Association, 1947 
~=--~-=-==-~=-===-===========~-~-==================·~-=~~==========~~===== 
TABLE II 
NUMBER AND TYPES OF COMHI TTEE RESPONSIBILITIES 
CARRIID BY FIFTEEN BOARD MEMBERS I N ADDITION TO 
MAJOR ASSIGNMENT ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS * 
I 
' 
tlumber of places hel d by Board 
Committe!& ' members :ln addi t.ion to chairman 
Business and ' Industrial ' 2 
Cam;e 
' 
1 
Chatterbox I 1 
Counse)'J ins 
' ~ Finance I ~ Interracial • 
Membershi;e t 1 
NominatiM t 2 
Personnel t ~ 
Proln"8Dl Revi~ 2 
Public Affairs 
'* PUblic Relations ' 
' 
Reconstl"l.letion Fd 
' J Residence I 1 
Student t 1 
TOTAL 
* ·source: Volunteer Peraormel Office Files1 1947 
Boston Young Women 1' s Christian Association 
TABLE In 
Ntm.BER OF ADDITIOIUL RESPONSIBIUTIES 
CARRIED BY NUNBER OF BOARD AmlmERS * 
-----~-........ ------------------------.----_.....__ .. _____ ..., __ _......_ 
Number or additional 
res:eonsibilitiea 
l 
2 
J. 
t 
I 
• 
' t 
' 
Number o£ Board Memben 
carrying responsibilities 
2 
2 
2 
TOTAL 15 TOTAL . J7 
* Source1 Volunteer Personnel Of.fioe Files. 1947 
Boston Young Women's Christian Association 
I 
I 
II 15 
'I I, 
I' 
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categories of volunteer leadership, namely the Board of Directors, the 
writer found that firteen.individua.ls serving on the Board of Directors 
2 
carried thirty-seven of a total of two htmired and fifteen committee 
responsibilities. Slightly less than one-fifth of the persons serving 
on comittees in addition to the chairmen, who were required to be mem-
3 
bers of the Board of Directors by constitutional specification, were 
board members. The types of committees and the number of board members 
who served on each j,.s sholltl in TABLE II on page 15. 
TABLE III on page 15 shows the number or additional responsibili· 
ties carried by board members. Six 1r.embers carried at least one addi· 
tional responsibility, whereas tl'IO and three members carried a comparable 
number of responsibilities, respectively. Two members carried four 
additional responsibilities and two carried as many as five. It was not 
possible to determine from the data how many committees ma.y have been 
special or short•time committees. As far as the writer was able to 
ascertain t110 of them conceivably might have fallen into such class-
if'ication. 
To f'ind that al.Joost one-half of the members carried from one 
to five responsibilities outside the board appeared to be a rather large 
percentage. The question whether such heavy assignments might affect 
2 As sho1111 in TABLE I on page 13, of the one hundred and five · 
individual.s carrying more than one leadership responsibility, thirty. 
seven were members of the Board of Directors. 
3 By-Laws of the Boston Young Women's Christian Association, 
(1947)' p. 15 
16 
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attendanoe at meetings where the board functioned as a corporate body 
as raised. A further analysis, therefore, was made of . the number of 
times the board met during the year and the aver age attendance at such 
meetings. 
TABLE IV 
?rot1BER OF P,1EE'!'INGS AND ATTEiiDA~TCE 
AT f,,EETU!GS OF BOARD OF DIRroTORS • 
-----------·----------·------------~-------Number of ' Number. of 
meetings attended bo&ro members 
• 
Under~ meet~s 
' 
·, ,• 1 
~ · : 5 it ' ~ ··, , · . . 8 It 12 
9 ·- ·11 
" 
10 
12 - M " t ~ ·. · i~ - ·17 I t l It 1 
Total meetiftgs 18 Total members 34 
* Sources Uinutes or Board of Directors' 
.. · ~eetings, Doeton Young Women's Christian 
Association, 1947 
TABLE IV which deals with the number of board meetings and 
attendance, shows that eighteen meetings were held during the year 
1947. It turthe":" indicates that the average attendance at each meet-
ing was seventeen. i th a total membership of thirty-four this meant 
that only about fifty percent of the members were present at each meet-
ing. 
In an analysis of the data to det ermine the number and types 
or respon~ibilities carried by volunteer leaders in the association it 
has been shown that four hundred and t went y-one posi tiona were carried 
- -~-~-=-
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by three hundred and sixteen individuals. This indicated that there was 
a duplication of individuals in one hundred end five positions. Th 
analysis f'urther revealed th t thirty-seven of this number uere accotmt-
ed for by the board members carrying multiple responsibilities on 
committees. Fifteen board members carried thirt~seven of tho one 
hundred and five duplicate responsibilities. 
It was further shown that only fifty percent of the members 
. . 
of the Board or Directors attended ·each meeting. A question which 
did not seem to be within the scope of t his study, was to lrha.t extent 
this lack or full attendance at meetings where the Board of Directors 
would be establishing policies, implementing program and making de. 
cisions affecting ·the total association might aftect the quality of 
' . 
their decisions and t hinldng. Were there some groups in the associa-
tion whose opinions or needs were not reflected 1n the discussions and 
actions because their representatives were not present at the board 
meetings? An examination of the minutes and reports or the board 
meetings sho'tfed: that a very detailed and complete record was kept , in-
cluding majority and minority opinions in discussion, and the seli nt 
points of all reports and announcements made in the meetings. These 
certainly served to keep the members informed and made for a certain 
continuity in their thinking and planning. W:l. th only a tifty percent 
at~ndance, however, there must have been some loss in the interplay 
of opinions, and weighing of ell pertinent factors as the Board ot 
Directors made deliberations and toolc action for the total association. 
18 
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It was not possible to ascertain all the reasons for this 
smaller attendance at board meetings, but upon inquiry the \iTitar did 
learn that three members carried responsibilities for the National 
' 4 
1 Board of the Young Women• s Christian Association. Frequently those 
responsibilities made it necessary for these persons to be out of the 
11 city at the time of the local board meetings. There was the feeling 
I Ozl the part Of the lOCal a~SOCiation, however, that the relationship 
these responsibilities established between the national movement and the 
local association far off•set the loss in not having those persons 
present at all meetings. Another. explanation given was that the pro-" 
, fessional duties of some of the members also tended to ·cut down regular 
attendance. 
Another question raised was why board members were asked to 
1 carry so many responsibilities? Was there a fear of using new and 
inexperienced leadership? · as there a desire to have a stable core in 
each committee and thus to keep a certain kind of "control" in the hands 
I 
I' 
of the Board of Directors? It is not likely that either question would 
II have been answered in the affirmative. A more plausible explanation, it 
19 
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would eeem to the writer, is that in an eagerness to get jobs done quickly 
and well there was a tendency to call on those who had manifested and 
demonstrated interest and ability, and who had indicated that they had 
time to give to the work. Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that the 
association may have missed an opportunity to enlist the interest of 
4 The National Board of the Young Women t s Christian Association 
is located at 600 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
II 
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more people and to spread responsibility in such a way as to make for 
more democratic participation. They also may have failed to utilize 
all possibilities for developing more leadership for the association 
and the community. A wider support from more individuals might prove 
valuable to the agency. 
=-=-- -=--
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CHAPTER II 
M1ALYSIS .OF VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP AS TO TYPES OF PERsoNS 
DI STRIBUTION OF VOLUNTEER LEADERS BY OCCUPATION 
'!'ABLE I on page 13 shows an analysis of the leaders by occu-
pation. It was found that the largest number or approximately one-haU 
o£ the positions were filled by women " at home ", or those not seek-
ing employment. This group comprised slightly more than one-third or 
the total number or volunteers serving in the association. 
The other two significant occupational categories of volunteer 
leadership were the clerical, who filled about one-fourth of the posi-
tions, am the professional, 'Who filled slightly mder one-firth of the 
positions. 
In an analysi s of the occupational distribution or the 
volunteer group by specific types of responsibilities, the data re-
vealed that nine members of the Board of Directors out of a total of 
thirty-four were employed. Six of this number were in the professional 
group, two in the clerical and none in the student, industrial O'!' 
service workers groups. 
The "at home" group carried the largest proportion of the 
committee responsibilities; numbering one hundred and thirty-five out 
of a :possible t wo hundred and fifteen positions. The professional 
group carried thirty-nine such posi tiona or about fourteen percent. 
---==:-=;:_ -=--- ------
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TABLE V 
DI STRIBUTIOU OF 1\liCA VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP 
BY AG.E AND TYPE OF RESPONSIBIU TY * 
_ .. __, ............ ...,.,.. ..... ..,_,_ .... ....__ ............. ___ .. .._._ ... ...._ _____________ __.. ___ .~-------.-
'Board of ' ' 1Program:'Tota.l No. 'Total No. 
C1assifioat1on'Directors'Committees'Co'tmcUs1LeadersiPositions'Imividuals 
12 - 17 ~s • • 1 ' 2 ' 2 • 2 
18 - 24 1 12 1 4 7 t 31 t 92 ' 88 
25 - 29 " • I 20 ' 18 ' 14 I 52 i 45 
ij;J:~ver : 30 1 lj : ; : : : . : 12 
TOTAL 
* Source s St atistca.l Report, 1947 ore Boston Young omen's Christian 
Association to the lJational Board 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF YOOA VOLutrl'EI!."'R LEADERSHIP BY 
CHURCH AFFILIATION .AND TYPE OF RESPO~TSIBILITY * 
'Board ot t 1 1Program1Total No. 'Total No. 
C1assitieation1Directors1Committees1Counc11s'Leaders•Positions'Individuals 
Protestant i 30 ' 171 1 ~ ' 54 1 295 1 202 
Roman Catholic' 1 i 17 1 3 ' 23 1 '?9 72 
JeWish 1 2 1 4 ' 2 ' · 7 1 15 12 
Greek Orthodox' 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 3 
Unknown 1 ' ' • 1 
IJ 
' • ' t • 
TOTAL 34 ' 215 • 83 I 85 t 421 t j16 I 
* Souree: Statistical Report, 1947 of the Boston Yotmg Women' a Christian 1 
Association to the National Board 
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Nine students, three ~ervice workers, and thirteen clerical r ers 
served on committees. 
Clerical, industrial, ru1d service workers carried -fift;v-MVen 
or sixt~ four ·percent or the :positions. s.s progr8Jil l enders.. Si~ilarly 
. these same groups carried the major number of positions on councils, 
'With fifty-five, or Sixty'-SeVen percent of a tOtal of eightY""three posi• 
tiona. 
DISTRIBUTION . OF VOLUNTEER. LEADER..'l BY AGE . · 
TABJ..E V on page 22 shows that two ht.tnOred end sixteen of the 
total number or four hundred and twentywoone positions; or ,fiftY""one 
percent were filled by individuals thirty ... five years of age or over. 
This age group comprised one _hundred and twenty.osix or n total· number . 
of three hundred and sixtee.n individuals, or forty percent. 
I n analyzing the age distribution of the volunteer group by 
specific types of responsibility, 1 t was tound that out of a. total of 
thirty•four, thirty, or over eighty-five percent of the members of the 
Board of Directors, were over thirtyo-five if"&ars of age. None of the 
members were below thirty years of age, therefore leaving · the young 
adult .constituency of the association, or the eighteen to thirty year 
age group without representation. 
The young adult or eighteen to thirty year age group ee.rried. 
only thirty.two out of a total number or two hundred and fifteen 
committee responsibilities, or fifteen percent. In the areas of cotmc1la 
,, and program leadership, however, this age group carried the predominant 
I load. 
~·-t--
One hundred m:td ten, or almost tm-thini~ of the one hundred d SixtY"" 
eight positions in th.ese categories, were carried b:r young adults. 
DISTRIBUTION OF ·VOLUNTEER LEADERS . BY CHU:OO AFFIUATIOr.T 
TABLE VI on page 22 indicated that the largest number of per-
sons carrying leadership responsibilities Trere of the Protestant rei th. 
Two hundred and two out of a possible three hundred and sixteen indi• 
viduals , or slightly less than two-thirds stated this as t heir chureh 
preference~ Two hundr ed ~ ninety•fiv~ positions out of a total of 
four hundred and twenty-one, or seventy perco.'l'lt, were. c moo. by per-
sons of the Protestant faith •. Thi group is distributed ·among the various 
I 
categories of leadership to a degree comparable to the distribution by 
types of responsibility of the total volunteer eroup. 
I The second largest number trero or the Catholic faith . Seventy-
two individuals, or twenty-.three percent comprised this group. Th se 
persons earned seventy-nine out . of four htmdred and twent;v-one re-
sponsibilit~es, or J)ineteen percent, or the seventy.t't'IO individuo.ls, 
sixtTone, or approximately eight •four percent served on councils or 
ns program leaders . Seventeen s rvad on committees and one 1'1RS 
member of the Boani of Directors. 
The third largest was the J ewiah group with a total or fifteen 
positions carried by twelve dif'ferent individuals. Two each served on 
the Board of Directors and councils, four served on committees and eeven 
re program loaders. 
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TABLE VII 
'Board o:f 1 1 'Program' Totel No. ' Total No. 
Classif'ication' Directors' Committee• ' Cotm.cils1Le8ders1 Pos1tions1Inclividuals 
llative white or t ' . • • t 
native parentage 2j 1 126 ' ~8 ' 50 ' 236 ' 162 
Nat. tdrl.te of ' t ' ' 1 · • 
for. or mixed ' ' ' ' • ' 1 
parentage I 9 1 34 35 15 •· 93 34 · I 
I 
1 • 8 ' 
' 
I 
t 1 ' 
• • 
I 
' 
' ' '· ' I 
I 1 35 _ I 3 I 9 I 43 I 40 
TOTAL 
* Source: 
DISTRIBUTION OF VOLUNTEER LEADERS BY NATIVITY AND W.CE 
TABLE VII showa that the major nativity and racial groups of the 
population are represented in the volunteer leadership . The predominantly 
largest is the native white of native parentage group, with one hundred 
I 
I 
sixty-two, or about fifty percent or the individuals who carried re·sponai- I! 
! bilities falling into this classification. About one-fourth, or nine 1' 
I 
l 
Il
l 
Directors. It is interesting to note that about five percent o:f the 
1
1 
individuals on the· Board o:f Directors were eithe-r foreign- born or of for-
eign parentage. One member of the Negro race served on the Boaro of 
25 
1 leadership positions 118r& held by Negroes, with one serving on the board, ~~ 
_------~even serving - ~n committees. one on a council and eight as p~~ram le~e~l ___ _ II - --:;---
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In examination of the dat a f or t ho purpose of det ermining 
_ what t , s of parsons carried the volunteer l eadershi p posi tiona, it 
s clearl, evident that th ho men held t he l arges t proportion or 
the positions. This oas particular! · true on the level of oommittee 
and board responsibil i t i es, Where t he policy-making function r es t s. 
· Therefore, as might be expect ed, it was t he older, or thirty-five year 
age group which was holding these positions. The reverse situation 
seemed to obtain at the level of oouncils and program leaders, for there 
it 1'18.S found t hat the younger 1 or eighteen to thirty year age groups 
who were employed, were carrying the larger nmnber of _positions. 
Several explanations might be projected for thi s distribution. · 
It might be concluded that the younger, employed group was not asked to 
serve on conunittees or the Board of Directors; it might be a possibility 
that they chose not to serve at these levels, either because of lack of 
interest or lack of time. Inquiry on the part of the writer as to the 
time meetings were hel d for the respective groups revealed that the 
Board of Directors and toost of the committees hel d day time meetings. 
Council meeti.ngs and the groups for which program leaders carried re-
sponsibilities met for the most part in t he evenings. This factor seemed 1 
to offer the most plausible explanation; the younger, employed group •a 
not free to come to board and commit tee meetings which were held during 
the day. Home women found it inconvenient to be away from their families 
and home responsibil ities in the evenings. 
26 
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The s t atistics concerning· nativity, ro.ce an church affil• 
' 1 
iation correlated· closely with those of a study made by the National 
Boazd of the Young omen's Christian Associations. · Tho report of that 
study states: · 
It is quite clear that the YWCA boards of directors 
represent the "substantial" part of the Protestant, 
white community . This is perfeetl;.r natural at this 
· stage of our development, for these ere the people 
who founded the YWCA and who have car-ried it forwaro 
through the years ( ••• ) fuat then is the reason 
for suggesting that boards should be representative 
in a different sense? Frankly it would be difficult 
to give a convi nci...'llg reason if the purpose of the 
'ffiCA were limited to "advancing spiritual, mental, 
and physical elfare of young women". In this case 
the chief obligation of the board · is to maintain · 
the best possible progrant for this purpose {. • .) 
and When the annual election comes along the main 
thing is to see that the out-going members are re-o 
placed by equally able and intelligent benefactors• 
In this case, we have the prolongation into the present 
of the old idea of 110rking .!2£ young women and girls 
instead of the present idea of rorking vrith them. 
-
But to those who accept as the purpose of the YWCA 
the building of a fellowship of women and girls, 
this is not enough. A boa1~ that is not the embodi• 
ment of the democratic principle implied in the con• 
cept of fellowship can haroly be considered adequate 
to the task of building a fellowship ( • • • ) To 
exclude, or to fail to include, members of all groups 
is certainly not democratic procedure. 
1 S2• citt The Standards Stud:y, p. 37 
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CP'.APrER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP I N RELATION TO THE CONSTITUENCY 
In the I ntroduction · the writer dealt w:t th the development of 
leadership and democratic parli cipation as t'WO faetors inherently 
fundamental to the purpose of the Young Women's Christian Associ ation. 
1 
From the previous analyeia of the number of responsibilities carried 
by Volunteer leaders during the year 1947;. it wa8 found that there were 
four hundred and twent;v-one such positions carried by three humred and 
. 2 
sixteen ilxlividuals. In the a:rmual statistical report it was found 
that the association had a total constituency of 29,835 individuals 
participating in clubs, classes, special interest groups, health and 
recreation, and co-educational programs. (Only the persons partici-
pating in group activities which involved a more continuing relation-
ship to the association were included here. This figure does not in-
clude the 211980 individuals who came to the association for what 
might be termed "individual se:rvi'ees", such as transients in the 
residences and aPPlicants for counselling services.) The question 11188 
raised whether this number o:f leadership responsibilities represented 
a large enough proportion for so large a constituency. Or, to put it 
another way, was the association following through on its obligation 
1 See TABLE I, p. 13 
2 !m• ~~ The Statistical Repgrt to the National Board 
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and purpose to deVelop a responsible voiunteer leadership which was 
representative of the constituenoy7 
In the anBlysis of the kinds of persons o~ these :po-
sitions~ it was shown in TABLE VI on page 22 aild in TABLE VII on page 25 
that the association was moving in the direction of making its leadership I 
more inclusive of all religious~ racial and nationality groups. It was. 
not so clear that 1 t had been as eruccessful. in including the yotltlget' 
age and employed groups. It seemed of interest, therefore, to examine 
more fUlly the composition of the constituency and to determine to What 
extent and at hat levels the volunteer leadership was representative 
of the constituency~~ 
ANALYSIS OF VOLUNTEER LEADERS IN RELATION TO OCCUPATIONS OF CONSTITUENCY 
3 
The annual statistical report ahowed that approximately 
forty percent of the eonsti tuenoy, participating in program aetivi ties 
such as clubs, classes, health end recreation programs, were employed 
girlQ. Relating this to the occupational distribution of the leadership 
I group shown in TABLE I on page 13, it was found that a similar proportion' 
or forty percent of the leadership posi tiona represented in the Board of 
Directors and conmrl.ttees were held by the employed group. However, it 
must be pointed out that these employed people represented the profess-
ional group rather than those persons employed in clerical, service or 
3 .2E• citz The Statistical Repgrt to the National Board 
industrial work. On the other hand individuals in these latter class-
if'ications carried about twc-thirds of the total program leadership 
positions, and seven-eighths of the positions on the councils. 
l l1Nili. SIS OF VOLUliTEER LEADERS II ru:LATIOU '1'0 AGE OF CCWSTITUENCY 
ln relation to the age distri bution of the constituency 
participating in elubs, classes, health and recreat:on progt~s, the 
4 
statistical report shomd that the largest group or sixty-five per-
cent fell in the young adult, or the eighteen to thirty year age group. 
Comparing this with the ana~is o:f' the ages of persons carrying leader-
ship responsibilities as shown in TABLE V on page 22 it became evident 
that this age group was called upon for leadership in the main on councils 
and a.s program leaders. They ere used to a lesser extent on cotuni ttees 
and not at all on the Board of Directors . 
RELATION TO CHURCH AmJ.J.AT!ON 
5 
Of t he constituency for w~ om church aff'il.dlt ·en \7as lmomt 
al ost t en ~y percent ·rare Cat holic. In TABLE VI on ago 22 it -rms 
sho that a sliPhtly 1 -reer percentage o~ the indi1rldual volunt er 
l eaders 1 re Catholic, "t'Jith reapon ibilitites falling mru.nl: into t he 
council and progr am leed rs :t e te .,ories . Seventeen, out of' c. possible 
t \'7o hundred Etlld fifteen, s rved on cornm:tttees and on a Bom'd of' Directors 
of' thirty-four me1nbers. 
4 On . cits The Statistical Report to National Board, 1947 
; ChurCh affi1ia.tion, nativity and zuce r.;ere 1movm for only 
about one-half of the constituency, but i t s assumed that if it had 
been knovm, the percentage pro bl r 10uld h&ve compared reasonably 
accurately · th thos of the group f or om it . s know. 
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ANALYSIS 0 VOLUNTEER LEADERS IN RELATION TO iATffiTY . AND RACE 
OF THE CONSTITUENCY 
. Of' the constituency for whom nativity and race were known 
=='I 
the majority were native l'fhite of native paren~age. The second highest 
group was comprised of those of native white of' foreif:,rn or mixed parent-
age. As show in TABLE VII on page 25 this compares favorably with the 
distribution of the volunteer leadership. This analysis revealed an 
inteNsting fact in regard. to the comparison of the Negro constituency 
and Negro leadership.. TABLE VII revealed that about five percent of the 
leadership p0si tiona were held by members or th~ ·Negro raee, wherea.a 
6 
the annual statistical report 1howed that only about two percent ot 
the constituency for whom race as known was ~mposed or the Negro group. 
:I 
6 .2E.& ~~ The Statistical Repgrt to the National Board• 1947 
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The purpose of t s chapter "!2. to a udy the egree to which I 
the volunteer l eadership group was representative of the total constit- I 
uency , a characteristic fund ental to an ngeney employing democratic 
participation .and membership responsibility. 
Examination of the data sho · that a relatively small num-
ber., or about one percent• of the constituency carried leaderShip re-
sponsibilities. It -was further revealed that., totally, there s good 
correlation on race and ne.tivity, religion and age, but that the dis-
tribution s confined larg~ly to program leadership rather t an the 
categories carrying the policy-maldng :tanetiona. There 1'1M: a poor cor-
relation in regm"'d to occupation, especially at the. levels of the Board ot 
Directors and the eommi ttees. 
In general, the analysis seemed to suggest that not enough 
people re being utilized as leaders; that., though the total leader-
ship group was representative of the total constituency, the largest 
proportion were ssrving in the categories 'fllhich deal 1'11 th program plan-
ning rather than policy making. The policY-mald.ng ftmction was carried 
largely by the white, Protestant, professio:nsl, "at hom$" and over thirty 
year age group. Perhaps the idea is suggested here that responsibility 
for program plarming is training for the responsibilities usual.ly 
assigned to the Board of Directors and committees. If this is true, 
the association uld need to carefully wateh the devalopment of those 
persons and to give them opportunities to serve in those important l'MJT8• 
==========F=====-=-==-~~=================== 
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RECRUITING MID SELECTION OF THE VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP 
Having explored the number and types of responsibilities 
carried . by the volunteer leaders, and having made an analysis of the 
kinds of persons carrying such responsibilities with respect to their 
ege, race and nativity, church affil iation and occupation, the writer 
mts interested to study the methods which had been followed in recruit-
ing and selecting those volunteer leaders-. Specifically, the writer 
felt it important to find out ho and by whom the volunteer leaders hail 
been recrni ted and selected. It was of interest to determine the quali-
fications and criteria for selection which had been set up;. and to find 
out what sources had been explored for prospective candidates~ Keep;-
1ng in mind that the purpose of the association implies inclusiveness, 
representativeness, and actual participation and responsibility on the 
part of those persons who have signi fied interest and commitment through 
becoming electoral members 1 it was of interest to try to determine to 
what extent the association had consciously worked to delegate respon-
sibillty to those persons. 
I 
I 
1) 
I 
I 
CHAPTER I 
RlOORUITING AND SE:L:IDTING OF THE BOARD OF DI RFXTORS 
The Nominating Committee holds one of the most strategic re-
sponsibilities for implementing the democratic purpose of the asso-
ciation. CHART I on page 5 indicates that in best practice and theory 
in the Young omen's Christian Association, the Nominating Committee is 
elected by the electoral members. It is responsible for recruiting and 
recommending persons to serve on the Board of Directors, which is the 
body responsible for administering association affairs. Upon its judg-
ment ani work rests the strength and character of the Board or Directors. 
Examination of the Conati tution and By-Laws of the Boston 
1 
Young Women's Christian Association revealed the following statement 
regarding the meke-up and election or the Nominating Committee: 
Nominating Committee of the Associationt Th1s 
committee shall be elected annuaJJ.y by the elec-
toral members of the asso:eiation. It shall consist 
of nine (9) electoral members of the association. 
Four (4) shall be members of the Board of Directors, 
four (4) shall be electors-at-large and one (1) 
shall be a member of' the out-going Nominating COJII!l-
ittee. . The latter member shall act as temporary 
chairman ea.lling together the Nominating Committee 
shortly after the annual meeting for the purpose of 
selecting a pemanent chairman and transacting such 
other business as may properly come before the 
committee. In addition to the above number• the 
president and the executive director shall be 
ex-officio members of the committee. They may attend 
meetingsf take part in discussions and vote. They 
shall not count to1181'd a quorum. · 
· 1 B;y:Laws of the Boston Y01.mg Women1 s Christian Association, 
11 (revised, 1947) p. 13 
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Analysis of this statement showed that the association .a 
trying to place author! t y in the electorate by having the group choose 
the persons to serve on the Nominati ng Committee and carry responsibility 
for recruiting and recommending for election -£he group most responsible 
for administering the association program ·ax:d implementing the pUrpose 1 
namely the Board of Directors. Though nine members served on thia 
committee, four were required to be members of the Bo.ard of Directors 
holding office at the time. One "'IS.S required to be a f'ormer member of 
1: the :nominating Committee. The t110 persons carrying the two most important 
leadershi.p positions, the executive director and the president, were 
d signated as ex-officio members with power to vote. 
This analysis would seem to point to the f'aet that the major 
Dl1.:1!ber of places on the committee were held by those persons who were 
already active in formulating policy for the asso~iation by serving on 
the Board of Directors. It does not follow,. however, that this fact 
nec.essaril:v means the.t thare \'1&8 a tendency toward "self-perpetuation" 
of the board, for the description o:: the way· this committee 110rked, 'Which 
follows, indicates that the committee made a very careful effort to 
establish criteria and standards for selection. It also indicates that 
they were conscious of their responsibility for helping to create the 
kind of board which would be representative of the constituency. The 
danger of not having a more representative group at the point where 
nominations for important leadership positions are made mu.st be noted, 
ho11'8Ver. 
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ith the bast intentions, it xaight still be possible not to become aware 
o:f the needs of various groups in t he constituency az:rl to overlook po-
t ential l oaders i n such groups unless thero were close a:OO personal 
association with them. 
In a study of the minutes of the meetings of the Norllna.ting 
Committee and through personal intervieTTS T!ith the executive director 
of thS association, the writer found that the Nominating Committee which 
served in 1947 was active arxi wrking throughout the year. Eight meet-
ings of the c.ommittee wre held. Tho following description of the pro-
2 
cedures followed by the committee in preparation of the slate tor the 
oard of Directors indicates that the committee was very conscious of 
the im:portant responsibility it carried. The writer bas 8Ulll!!l8rized the 
steps indicated by the stuiy of the minutes of the meetings in the 
following wa.ya 
Review of the general plans ard priorities in program 
for the ensuing year to determine the kinds of quali-
fications and skills needed in the persons serving on 
the Board of Directors. 
* Formulation of a list -of general qualifications for 
candidates to be used in securing names or persons to 
be considered by the Nominating Comittee. 
2 The minutes of a meeting of the l\aberahip state that nin 
a Ueeting of the F•embership of the Association on ·~ch • 1947 the 
Constitution was amended to authorize the Nominating Committee to sub-
mit a slate without choice of candidates for the Board of Directors and 
to subni t a ballot providing a choice of candidates for a. Nominating 
Committee of nine members." 
* See Appendix 
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Invitation ~ request to all standtng committees, 
Board members and constituency groups srld st~r to 
suggest names of persons who might be qualified and 
t herefore be considered by the Nominating Committee 
in preparing the slate~ 
Exploration of electoral membership, committee and 
council rosters for potential candidates. 
Compilation of personal data for all candidates on a 
special form called "Individual Face Sheet" * whieh 
indicates age, religion, nativity and race, occupation 
of husband, educational experience, employed experience, 
YWCA experience, commun:f +.y affiliations and responsi-
bilities and eo~~tments affecting availability. 
Rating of each candidate by individual members of' the 
Nominating Committee according to a prescribed Rat!ng 
Seale * prepared by the committee. 
Final selection of required number of candidates to 
fill board vacancies from those receiving t he highest 
ratings by the members of the committee. 
Interviews with the potential candidates for inter-
pretation of the D'i'CA purpose and program. and the 
specific responsibility for which the person was being 
considered, and to ascertain the interest and willing• 
ness of the candidate to have her name placed on the 
slate,. 
Preparation of printed slate with data related to can-
didate• s residence, YWCA experience and responsibility, 
community relationships and responsibilitiee listed for 
each. 
Mailing of slate in the f'onn of a report to all electoral 
members two 'W9eks prior to the annual meeting together 
w1 th a secret ballot for members to be elected for the 
Nominating Committee for the ensuing year. 
* See Appendix 
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The procedures of the Nominating Committee in preparing the 
slate for the Board of' Directors showed that the committee very con- I 
scientiously set out to secure a group of ""11-qualified people who would ,I 
be interested in the YVICA and concerned about the needs of the various 
'
!I 
groups represented · in the constituency. The practice of having · the 
Nominating Committee prepare a slate not allo~ng for choice is to be 
questioned 1 for it does not seem to be wholly consistent · w1 th the dem-
ocratic principle inherent in the purpose, or to· give the responsibility 1 
which certain persons in the fellowship have signified they wented to 
carry when they became electoral members. 
The writer was interested to know how many electors took part 
in the membership meeting where the action concerning the slate had 
been taken. It was found that only fifty•six out of a possible twelve 
hundred and twenty electoral members cast a vote on this issue. This 
constituted a bare quorum as designated by the · constitution. It would 
appear that either the electors did not understand the issues involved 
or that they were not sufficiently interested to declare themselves. 
It must be said that the association made a very concerted effort to 
inform electoral members of the proposal several months before the 
membership meeting at Which final action was taken. The recommendation 
was discussed in a bulletin sent to all members, it was discussed in 
several committee meetings and in counci ls, and reference to it was 
made in those constituency groups where the major number of electoral 
members participate in the program. 
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I t is difficult to draw any conclusions about this situation 
without actually polling the opinions of the electors who did not choose 
to parti cipate in making the decision. It may simply have indicated 
that the majority had implicit confidence in the leadership and t he 
procedures they f'ollo1'18d. It may have ·meant that the opportunities 
and resPonsibilities of' electoral membership had not been clearly inter-
preted and ·understood by individual electors. I f' the association de- · 
sires to move ahead to beco~ a truly democratic,. membership organ-
ization as described ill the Introduction, · further · stu.dy will be needed 
for putting meaning into electoral membership. 
The question or electoral procedure in allowing ' a choice on 
the ballot fo r the Board of Directors is not a new one in the Young 
Women's Christian Association. Throughout the years many arguments 
' 3 
have been proposed for and against the practice. In a study which 
was authorized by the National Convention of the Young Women Is 
Christian Associations of the United States in 1934 the following con-
elusion was reached reganling this important question and it seems -
applicable to the situation described in this study: 
( • • ., ) the right to vote is ordinarily the one 
distinguishing mark of the status of elector. When 
voting becomes merely a formal gesture, there is 
nothing left that gives significance to the electoral 
membership. A ballot that offera no choice of ean.di• 
dates is not a democratic method or electing a board 
3 · .2R• ~~ The Standaids Study, p. 44 
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o:t directors; it offers no opportunity fo·r intelli-
gent or af'fectiv use of the ballot. and no alter-
native except to refrain from voting. Two arguments 
.only have been offe in support of this method of' 
voting; the ditficul t y of fi.n.iing enough sui table can-
didates to fill vacancies and the danger of hurt feel-
ings.. I ei ther argument is convi.neing. !f the •1orni-
nnting Committee tal;: s ita job seriously• begins its 
work as soon as the committee is formed and uses 
initiative and imagination in tho seeking of eandi-
dates, exploring all possible sourees of leaderShip• 
it is almost bound to succeed in its search. There 
are, of course, communities in which it is more diff'-
lcult to find l eaders than in other oomm.unities, but 
ordinarily potential leadership is present and the prob-
lem is to discover i t . This presupposes that the N~ 
inating Committee will not confine its voJages of die-
covary to the members of the First Church. It assumes 
that associations 8.1"9 willing to work toward a repre-
sentative boa1'd with respect to both constituency and 
COJr.muni ty • . 
4 
From the statistical report the wri tGr noted t hat six hun-
dred am sixty-three of a total number of twelve hundred and twenty~ 
or al..nx>st f'ifty percent. of the electoral members re girls employed 
in bllsiness, clerical, io::lustrial or service jobs. In light of the 
fact that the data revealed in TABLE I on page 13 that few of this 
group served on the Board of Directors, it •s or interest to the writer 
to try to discover some of the reasons for this. 
Through interviews with the program directors of the Business 
and Industriril Girls' Department Md the 11!embership Department, it was 
found that though the term "required" was not used. there wae a rather 
automatic .Pl'Ooedut'8 :for having the girls who registered for 
a.ctivi ties i.."l. the young sdul t department . eome mem~rs of the asso-
elation at the time of registration. The choi.ce as to whether they 
4 .22• ~~ The Statistical Repgrt to the National Board, 1947 
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became electoral or associate e bers was left to t. e ind.ivi ual mxl J 
usually st ·of the gi rl chose to come electoral ambers . The pres-
sure of numbers and time at registration did not a1 ys allo for full 
interprat.ation of t e m aning of el ctoral membership . Stat~ments made 
by the director., of these departments, ho\'leV'ar, indicated clearly that 
very deliberate effort had been made by bot h th Busines.,. n.nd Indue-
trial Dopartoent CouncU am the t1embership Committee to educate the 
me bers after they had signified their interest in becoming electors. 
This practic of assundng lectoral membership in th ssociation -as 
part of the individual' s participation in the association progrm:1 
reco ooed by the Business and Industrial Department Council. There 
was a genuine desire on their part to tnko a. more active leaderShip 
responsibility in the affairs of the association. 
ith this faet in mind, the writer next inquired, then why 
were so few of this group serving on the Doard of Directors and the 
committees as noted in TABLE I on page 13. Inquiry revealed that the 
younger, employed group were interested and willing to serve in l eader-
ship positions. The Nominating Committee wished to consider them as 
candidates for the Board of Directors. The deterril>g factor oeemod to I 
be that the meetings of the Board of Directors re held during the day / 
time when the ployed girls mre not free to attend . Family respon- I 
sibilitios of the home man made evening meetings inconvenient. The 
proble or reconciling the available time of both groups is not an easy 
I 
il~ 
il 
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one to solve. It must be recognized, however, that due to this problem 
there was a loss in building a truly inclusive fellowship and in giving 
f'ull opportunity . to all electoral members to carry significant leader-
ship responsibilities. 
-------~-l___ 
CHAPTER II 
CHART I -on page 5 ·1l1d1cataa that ·1n recoi!IID8Mad practice~ the· 
~ o~  comit.teea are appointed by the president or the 
Board ot Directont. The B,...Le:o ot the Boston YOUJlg omen's Christian 
l 
Aasociat1on atate thatt 
lbera ot such coad:tteea shall be appointC by 
their respective cba:t!'!llerl &8 soon atter the anign-
t of' the ehailWBD, aa J)oaaible. All anch appo1nt-
lll8flta ahall be made with the- &PPl'Oftl. ot tbe presi-
dent and in oonaultatiOn with the VolUJrl;.eer Pereonnel 
COIIId ttee and the Pl"'feaaional ataf't meabera respon-
aible tor the policiea or tbe C0111ild.ttee • . 
Interviews with the department exeoutiws revealed that in 
general this prac1;1ce wu followed thrm.Jgbout the as80Ciat1on. In 
about ODe-half ot the inataDeea~ the peraona interrlewed reported that 
there · a ten:lency to keep people on · comm1 ttees atter they had e 
th ir moat aigniticant contribution, or beyom th interest of the !mi• 
viduals._ Altbough the reooJllllleDied procedure. na strongly urged by tbe 
president, tear of' hurting people* a feelings teDded to Jake cba1.r.zi 
he•itate about DDt -aaldDg :bldividual 11181Jihera to continue aerrl~ on the 
committees. It '11'88 also stated that 80111etimea ir.di,viduals who bad £• 
presaed interest in the aaaociation or 1lbo had been recognised for their 
apecial abilities along certain linea wre reooJIIIMmded f"or apeeif'1c 
OODD1 tteee. by other board and ataf'f' members. In such cases selection 
l S2• .,g!1t Bi;£iws, p. 15 
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j was not made as carefUlly as might be desirable. There was a fear of 
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being considered "uncooperative" or "unappreciative" if such suggestions 
were not readily accepted by the chairmen and staff responsible for the 
committees for which the sugge.sti ons had been made. The persons making 
these statements explained that this happene,d because of a genuine de-
sire to utilize all interested and able persons, and not in any sense 
to "load" committees with eertain kinds of persons. Itt n,evertheless, 
must be pointed out that such practice may militate against the most 
careful methods of selection and runs the danger of not matching indi· 
vidue.ls with specific jobs according to special skills ·8lld interests, 
and in terms or the funcions of specific aontmittees. 
It wt>uld appear that the Volunteer Personnel Committee could 
be helpful at this point. If theY could devise specific job descrip-
tions for a variety or jobs in the association it is likely that all 
persons would fit and have a contribution to mske somewhere. An annual 
plan whereby the association defined jobs. needing to be done and the 
available leadership was evaluated might free chairman and staff to be 
more selective in reorganizing their committees. If they were sure 
that good people would not be lost to the association because they 
would be used at some other place and in. some other oapaci ty, there 
might not be the present hesitancy about not asking people to continue 
year after year. 
No evidence was presented to indicate that there was a sys~ 
tematic plan in the association to discover prospective candidates for 
committees by exploring the files for the constituency and the electoral 
II 
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II 
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members. Possible exceptions to this were noted in instances where the 
Membership Committee, the Volunteer Personnel Connnittee and the Central 
Registration office referred the names of individuals to connni ttee chair-
men when such persons indicated an interest in serving in f';i particular 
way or at a particular point in the association. In general, new 
committee members were selected from candidates recommended by other 
committee members, staff and board members. New sources of leadership 
either within the association or outside of it were not explored to any 
large extent. 
There were no v~tten statements regarding qualifications or 
criteria for selection of committee members. The interviews revealed, 
however, that the staff members and committee chairmen had given rather 
careful thought to the personal qualifications of individual committee 
members and the variety of interests and skills needed in a good 
committee. 
Since no attempt was made by the writer 1 in interviewing 
department executives, to have them weight the qualifications, it is not 
possible to say exactly What priorities were set up in actual practice. 
It was interesting to note the frequency with which certain qualifica-
tiona were mentioned by the various persons interviewed, however. Those 
most frequently mentioned were "relationship and experience in other 
organizations or related fields", n available t ime" 1 "understanding ot 
people", and "representation of racial, religious and economic groups"• 
Those mentioned with the next frequency were ninterest in and under-
standing of the YWCA purpose", "specialized skills and knowledge of 
~====~~==============-~--~-~-~--=--=-=-~-=-==-~-~--=-~==~~~~======~-===========~========= 
specific j o '' , "un rstan "~ ne o '!.P r . ", ... 
.,....,. • ......,..._ so Ul.tionl 
of the oonsti ;u nc: re vtOntionGd by only one erson. ro on st t 
speoif'ic y that "el ctors.l m mbershi " s a eri terion th t had been 
s interpret ne recruits and t hat t _ey oore encou:rag to OO!Ile 
electors in the associat on. 
fore final S9l et on of candidat for commit a r ~pon-
sibiliti a ms , , a _ rsonal int rvi u . s held ?lith all r ns . The 
wr ter s intere ted to 1mo . mat the pers ns conduet1-'l'lg the inte:rviem~ 
de med t important to find out about the candidates and what they 
attempted to int rpret to th3tn. All persons interviewed by the writer 
explained in detail the st:ruetural sat-up of the assoc-iation, hoping in 
t his way to give an idea of the lines of author! ty end the democratic 
plan of the association. The cross- section nature of the constituency 
and the inelusivene of t he membership as implied in the purpose re 
also stressed. A progrm outline for the department, in particular, 
and for the total as oeiation, in genere.l·, was given. Some references 
re made to t e national and international relationships of the 
association so as to indicate the scope and im:portanee of the program. 
Tho purpose of the association s sometimes referred to, but the vrri ter 
got the impres ion that no great e pbaais was placed at t is point. 
The t ime and ple.ce of committee meetings end general responsibilities 
for committees re outlined also. 
I 
I An attempt was made by the 1frlter to have department exeou- i 
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tives evaluate the effectiveness of the selection practices in terms of 
the way the committees .functioned or performed . The interviews revealed 
that staff members did not feel that committees were functioning up to 
capacity or that they were serving the intended purpose of giving direc-
tion to program and implementing policies. The weakness mentioned most 
often was that members did not give enough time and were not regular in 
attendsnce and that this tended to affect the continuity of planning . 
~any of the peri!SOns interviewed mentioned that it 198.S difficult to make 
the' committees function as a group; they tended to be a collection of 
individuals with too few common interests and too little feeling of a 
group commitment to a job to be done or to the association, in general. 
The explanation was made that 1n some instances this was due to the prac-
tice of haTing highly specialized persons serve on eommi tiees • These 
specialists or professional consultants frequently were too busy to give 
as much time as might be desirable from the staff member's point of view, 
and frequently were more interested in their o1m fields than in the 
association. 
Several of the department executives stated that the "pres-
tige" factor had been over-emphasized in recruiting and selection. They 
recognized that it 1f8.s desirable to have people who were related to other 
organizations and groups in the community, or persons who had social 
status, but felt that this did not allYB.ys assure a genuine interest in 
the YWCA or a commitment to its purpose. 
It would appear that the absence of definite crl teria for 
selection and lack of clarity of the function and place· of committees 
====~==#===~===========-====== 
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' ' in the total aaeociation ·pl-anning procen •re eome or the racrt.ora which 
i-
operated to e the committees less effective~ thought to be de-
eirable. The 'generaJ. impression which the 1ll"i ter got · s that stat~ 
members hal .· :. rather CJ.u.r 'concept1on oi" the theofttial place and 
tlmctione of eo-itteea. They .and the .c~l'Bm bad not 'been ·teo 811Coesa-
.tul in art1cUlating tbie ar.d illterPreting it to proapect1ve Candidatea 
tor oo ttee reepouibilities. Poor illterpre~tion of the job and the 
nature am purpose or the auoci&tion imd the · s~io tunctiona ot the 
committees may have been important factors operating in 1ndiy1dusis• 
DOt 1'e8d1ly fir¥iing their place on oommittees or for not_ gein~ng 110re 
aatistaoti.ori fro the experience. Though it ~mec;l apparent that start 
embera re deacribing tb attr1butas 9f good ooDIIittef) members 111 
terma of what is the general conception or the re•pon,aibilitiea or &1.-ct-
oral tbersbip, ·tbet-e bad been no concerted effort to recrnit electora 
' . 
tor tntch raeponaibilitiea. Experience a:rxllDientanding of the . A• 
. . . . . . . ' . 
COllDitaent to the pUrpOae and wil~eas .to gi~ time to make it a 
reality and representativeness of conatitueney .groups were empbuissed 
1 npeatedly. 1here was DOt a great deal ot ftidenoe that thes.e ~BDtora 
had been given pr!or;tty in •le<rt1on of-coDittee . ibera, _bowveJit. 
I 
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CHAP!'ER :u.t 
P.ECRUITING MID SELFXlTING COtn CI r.1Er1BERS 
CHART I on page 5 indicates that councils are not included in 
the basic structural plan reconnnended for the admin1 stration of -the aseo-
ciation. In many associations, however, it is customary to organize 
leadership or department cotmeils for the various constituency groups 
represented in the program. As previously described in the Introduction, 
the pU.rpose and £'unctions of such councils are conceived to be different 
from those of the other categories in which volunteers serve, in that 
the Board of Directors and the committees carry responsibility for de-
termining policy; councils serve in an advisory capacity only, on policy 
and operate to a large extent in the area of program planning for the 
r espective constituencies they represent. 
The major purposes which councils serve may be described 
briefly as follows t They provide a channel for eommunication between 
constituency groups and the Boam of Directors, committees am the 
electoral membership. They serve e.s a sounding board :for discovering 
real interests and needs of the constituency. They serve as the groups 
through which department plans may be refinoo and correlated. They pro-
vide the medium through which the association purpose and program may be 
interpreted to constituency groups. Another important purpose which many 
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associations have in mind as they organize councils is that they give 
leadership experience to members o~ the constituency. and thereby coun-
eils serve as a training ground for subsequent responsibilities of a 
wider and perllaps a more important nature in the total association. 
The study revealed that recruiting practices for council 
members differed from those for the Board of Directors and committees. 
Some council members were elected or appointed 'Qy the groups whom they 
were representing. In the case of the "drop-in-lounge" t an informal, 
mass recreation program., the staff member who served as adviser to the 
council and the chairman of the council selected members from a list of 
program participants who had volunteered to carry some leadership re-
sponsibility in the program. This plan was said to be the only feasible 
one, since the number of persons participating in the program numbered 
into the thousands and attendance for individuals 1'1B.S somewhat irregular .. 
It was explained that full opportunity to serve on the councils was 
given to all 'who evidenced an interest to do so. 
The Membership Council presented a somewhat different situ-
ation. It had been organized as a sub-committee. of the Uembership 
Committee because the latter group felt it desirable to be more directly 
related to the consti tueney in the program departments. The year which 
was covered in this study was the first this plan had been tried, and 
since it was a new venture,. not clearly understood by the members and 
participants of the association,. it was .felt that a democratic election 
would not have much meaning. Staff members, therefore, appointed mem-
bers to serve on the council. The plan for the following year provided 
for constituency groups to elect their own representatives. 
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In the case of' the Health Education Coun,cil selection was made 
by the staff' members, since the same situation seemed to obtain there 
as was true in the case of' the council for the "dropo-in-lounge". The I' 
informality and short attendance span for many of the members of that 
department did not seem to give an opportunity for· program participants 
to learn to know each other and to become sufficiently familiar with 
the association and the functions of the councils to allo" them to elect 
their own members. 
The Business , and Industrial Girls' Council appeared to be 
the most deJOOcratic in its methods of' recruiting and selection. Groups 
in that department elected their OTill representatives. Though the writer 
did not attempt to evaluate specifically the respective methods of re-
cruiting for the cotmeils; from statements made ·by the persons inter--
viewed, it appeared that in councils where constituency groups had 
elected their own representatives there was more evidence of partici-
pation, more program planning by members, and ~re leadership responsi-
bility carried for the association at large. 
There were no written qualifications or criteria for selection 
for council members. The factors mentioned lDOst of'ten by the staff 
members were "interest" and "avo.ilable t ime'*. In the case of the Health 
Education Council "special skill in recreation or sports" was a factor 
considered also. "Interest in the YWCA" and "ebili ty to interpret the 
association purpose" were .factors mentioned in relation to selection for 
the Membership Cotmcil. 
The writer did not find the same careful procedures of holding 
I 
I 
I 
personal interviews with prospective members for the councils as bc.d 
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been true in the ·case of selecting members for the Board of Directors 
and connnittees. No attempt was me.de to find out whether the indivi-
duals 199re in sympathy with the association, what their social attitudes 
were, what previous experience thoy had had either in the Y GA. or in 
the community. It appeared that active participation, interest :in 
serving on the council,. demonstration of some leadership capacity in 
relation to the groups of which they were members, and certain person-
ali ty factors operated more importantly in selection for council :re-
sponsibility. Interpretation of the purpose and methods of work in 
the association, program emphases of the association, and structural 
relationships were explai.ned and interpreted after members had been 
appointed or elected to councils. 
The study seemed to indicate that the councils were proving 
to be ilnportant devices for distributing leadership responsibilities 
to more members and for giving opportunity for free discussion of 
association policies and program. They also seemed to be providing the 
means for greater integration of program and for relating the constit-
uency to the total association. 
TABLE V on page 22 showed that the young adult eonsti tuency 
or the age group under thirty years of age was not represented at all 
on the Boaro of Directors. It also showed that this eighteen to thirty 
year age group carried only thirty-two out of a total number of two 
hundred and fifteen committee responsibilities, or only about fifteen 
percent. In contrast to this smo.ll number, the majority of members 
serving on councils were found to fall into the younger age group and 
I 
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ere those employed in business, industrial or service jobs. 
Since, as has been previously pointed out, the £unctions of 
councils are different from those assigned to the Board of Directors 
and committees in that they do not have responsibility for policy 
making, councils must. not be thought of as substitutes for representa-
tion on these leadership levels. This point has been made clear in the 
1 
Standards Study which states: 
The council may be an excellent means of training 
group members who are potential board and committee 
•timbetft but it cannot truce the place of group re-
presentation on bodies that have authority to make 
decisions and determine policy~ A leaders' council 
that exercises such authority usurps the place of 
the board. It is true the council may arrive at a 
concensus of opinion that will have a determining 
influence upon the decision of the board in a parti-
cular situation, but to attribute authority to a 
council is a confusion of functions. 
It would seem that the Nominating Committee and the chairmen 
and staff responsible for recruiting and selecting committee members 
may have been overlooking potential leadership represented on these 
councils as they have set out to find new recruits for the Board of 
Directors and the standing committees. Interest and experience in the 
Yv.CA are present in these potential leaders; the association should not 
fail to make usa of it for the more important leadership positions. 
Those members who desire to serve at the policy-making levels .should 
not be deprived of an opportunity to do so. Unless .some way can be 
1 .2E• ill: ~ Standards Study, p. 71 
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.found to schedule meetings of the committees and the Boaro o£ Directors 1~ 
!I at a time making attendance o£ the employed girls possible:r the asso-
ciation will be losing materially in utilizing some of its strongest 
leadership. 
===- - -=-=~===== 
CF.APTER IV 
REC RUITING AND SELECTING PROGRAH LEADERS 
The term "program leader" is used in the Young omen's 
Chri stian Association to describe those volunteer leaders who 110rk 
-directly with ind.ividuals and groups in the constituency in helping 
them to develop and carry out programs end services which will meet 
their interests and needs. Not all progrsm leaders used by the asso-
ciation serve as volunteers, for some are paid for their services on 
a part time basis. By far the lorgest number in this leadership cat&-
gory1 however; do serve wi~ut remuneration. 
A wide variety of responsibi lities and types of activities 
are carried and advised by program leaders in the YWCA . These include 
some of the followingt teaching arts and crafts, conducting homemaking, 
nutrition; cooking and sewing classes, directing games, sports and dance 
groups, directing informal singing or choral and music appreciation groups, 
assisting with dances and informal recreational affairs, being hostesses 
or attendants at snack-bars or check rooms, leading discussion grotlPS; 
leading special interest groups, serving as advisers to clubs, and a 
variety of other activities of similar types. I n somo instances the pro-
gram leader's responsibility may be rather routine and may not call for 
specialized skill or a great amount of time. In other instances the 
program leader• s responsibility may almost approJd..mate or be an extension 
I 
I 
I 
of the professional :1\mction, for the jobs require much time, a cont~l 
uous relationship with individuals and groups, and specialized skills , 
I 
present in the professional staff'. The club adviser or the adult adviser I 
for a youth council may be cited as examples of' this latter type of 
responsibility. 
The study indicated that final responsibility for recruiting 
and selection of' program leaders rested with the professional start 
members responsible. for given parts of' the association p:mgram. 
As in the ease for committee and council members, the study 
further revealed that no written statements regarding qualifications 
or written job descriptions had been .f"ormulated for the leaders serv-
ing at this level. Those qualifications mentioned most frequently 
by the persons interviewed by the writer were the followings "know-
ledge and understanding of people"; "kno ledge of g:roUP 1'10rk and pro-
gressive educational methods", and "available time". "Social security 
and poise" 1 "maturity", and "attractiveness of personality" were given 
i gh priority for those positions involving hostessing responsibilities 
for coeducational programs. Specialized p:mgram skills apparently 
were given high priority in the selection of leaders for classes and 
special interest groups. In the ease of club advisers it was apparent 
that a greater stress had been put on "understanding of the needs of 
people"., "understanding of how to work with people" and "knowledge of' 
group work and demoe·ratic educational methods". It is natural, no 
doubt, that there would be a divergence and a variety in the kinds of 
qualifications set up for specific jobs in the larger leadership cate-
I 
i' 
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gory of program leaders. for the nature and requirements of the jobs · 
might be expected to vary greatly. In some jobs expert l-nowledge and 
skill to teach in a particular subject or field would be most important; 
in others ability to guide and free groups to carry out their own plans 
and interests 110uld rate higher. 
The major sources explored for prospective program leaders 
were community agencies such as the Red Cross. the Volunteer Bureau of 
the Greater Boston CollllllUDity Council, art, music and drama. sehools, 
nursing acbools and associations, et cetera. College students also 
were used frequently. In some instances program leaders were secured 
from among the constituency, and in the ease of hostesses for informal 
recreation programs, the members of the Board of Directors and committees 
frequently were called upon. It was felt that this gave the adult 
leaders a good opportunity to observe program and to get acquainted with 
members of the consti tueney. The Volunteer Per.sonnel office of the 
agency and the Central Registration Department also made direct referrals 
to program departments o:f people who, on their own initiative, vo:l"tm-
teered to serve in the agency. There apparently was no conscious 
ef'fort to find program leaders from among the electoral members who 
had signified their interest to carry- active leadership responsibility 
in the association. 
Recognizing that these program groups and activities are 
actually one of the major ways in which the Young Women's Christian 
Association implements its purpose, it might be questioned whether 
greater stress should not be placed on selecting people who have some 
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kno'\7ledge and a manifes ·ed lnt rent · n , m.t 
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t o c.gcnc;r .:::: -'·.r .ring. to do. . 
l:.s fru.--- as · t . .., po..,,.,ible to dot r::rl.na t rouch t i.,. study l eso eff. rt 
ras nade to inte!:pret t..'tte association ' s purpose an..- me·!:,ho s of ·, rk 
to prospective rogram let" er., than had beon "',rue for bonrd eo 
mi ttee members. T · s stu y :id not deal 11i t h the trainin _ M sup r-
vision of volunte ,r le · crs, anc it is possibl e such a stu. y . ul d have 
r vealed · that an effort .as made to orient leaders to :r. CA i e~ s m1d 
mat..hods of' or~ after selootion.. In the opinion of t ho nritor~ ho .ever, 
ora interpre ation of t.he association and gre .... ter seloetiviuy in terms 
of enlisting person... interest ~ in the rCA because of at it s •ands 
for or is at to ptlng to do , mu.1.d greatl y strengthen th... possibility 
for malrlng the ssociatlon purpose come alive thrOugh program. 
' I 
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SUUUARY AND CONCLUSIORS 
The purpose or this study bas been to determine the~ 
and types 9t l'esponsibilities carried by volunteers in the Boston Yotmg 
omen's Christian Aeaociation 1n 1947,. I t has dealt with an anal.y81 
of the distribution or the volunteer leadership aa to age, utivity and 
race., ch~ aff'il1at1on and occup tion. Through this anal;vaia an 
attempt ws made to detemin& to what extent the 'VOlunteer leaiership 
representat111e ot the consti tuenoy. t.hods ot recl'Uiting and 
I 
I 
'I ;I 
II 
aelecting the leadership wre explored and in general. it •• the purpo• II 
I 
I or ·this . study to determine to llhat extent the Boston Y01111g Oll8!11 a 
Chl"!stian Aaeociatio:t had been ablt3 to. d8'9elop an inclusive am 1"8Pl"8-
sentatiw letdership. 
!he data rnealed that tour hutdred and twntJ""''De volUilteltr 
leadership positiona re f'Uled by three buDdrad end sixteen indi vid-
uala1 am that this represented bout one peroent ot the total constit-
uency participating 1n the Pft)gram departments or the association,. 
For a.n agency which otters · program of such magnit1Xle as to enliat 
' . 
alloost thirt_y thowaand people in the program departments. alone. a.m. tor 
the Young oman•:s Obristian ssoe1at1on whose pUrpOse !m.plicitly impliee 
leaderahip participation and naponsibillt;r. tb1a appears to be a rela-
tively ..:U number ot volunteer leaders. 
It has been shown that the Board of ra.rectore aa erlremelJr 
active and that f~ or a]a:)at hall" or the J1811lbers carried a total 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
! 
I 
il 
- - - ----~---of ~;yo-seven positions out side of- their lll6jor assignment s as board 
I- members. The conclusion t hat might be reached i s that this seemed to 
center considerabl e responsibi lity in one small group, and that i n this 
practice of having a few carry so many responsibilities the association 
may have been missing an opportunity to interest more people 8lld to 
spread responsibility among its members. The study showed that the 
average atten:lance at board meetings was. seventeen or fifty percent~ 
and as was suggested, there must have been some loss in the interplay 
of opinions .as the Board o:f Di rectors considered plans and took action 
on policy.. It might be or interest to study further whether the :factor 
of multiple responsibilities for almost half the board members affected 
their functioning actively at the point where the Board or Directors 
works as a corporate body. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
For the total voltmteer leadership group the analysis indicated I 
that it was .fairly representative of the constituency as to age, race 
and nativity, church affiliation and occupation. In tenns of the dis-
tribution 1n the various categories, however, there was considerable 
I 
disparity. There was evidence that the assoeiati<>n was eonseiously ~~ 
working to make the Board of Director s representative of the constituency ;I 
as indicated by the representation of all racial and religious groups. 
It was not so apparent at the point of including the younger age,. or the 
girls employed i n business, industrial and service jobs. This latter 
group 1'18re well represented in the total leadership group, but appeared 
not to be having an opportunity to serve at the Board of Directors or 
committee levels where decisions and poli cie-s affecting the total as so-
ciation were made. 
I 
I 
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-E.,"«lmina.tion of the :rec:ruiting practices for volunteer l eaders 
indicated that t hese eirls were not excluded intentionally , but that 
the association as yet had not been able to adjust meeting schedules 
hich would be· convenient -for both the home women and the employed 
girls. If the association wants to build the f'ello'Wship of '\'/Omen and 
girls to which it subscribes in the purpose, and toward which it ·is 
consciously working as indicated 1n this study~ further tl::ought must 
be given to this proPJ,em. 
The study showed that the Nominating Committee was fully · 
a\'7B.re of its important position in implementing the building of a 
fellowship, and that a very well-defined democratic procedure has been 
worked out to ensure the enlistment of' competent persons for the Board 
of Directors. Until othe:r groups in the association can eome to some 
solution to the problem of the time of meetings for the Board of 
Directors its attempt to enlist can1idates of the younger employed 
group will not be too frui tf'ul. 
Recruiting and selection proeadurep for the other three cate-
gories of . leadership positions, committees, councils and program leaders$ 
were not as well defined as for the Board of Directors. Lack of' clarity 
about the f'unctions of' some committees, lack of written job descriP-
tiona and written qualit"ieations or criteria for selection may have 
accounted for the aeemingly ineffective fUnctioning of some committees, 
as was reported in aome of the interviews. ri tten job descriptions 
for the various categories, or rather for the specific jobs within a 
category, would help immeasurably to fit the right peraon to a specific 
job and to help volunteers to understand what might be expected of them 
======~==~==============~~~~~====================~~F=----~---
I· 
I 
as leaders · the Young ... omen ' s Christian Association. 
Staff member s ap eared, in their minds , at least, to have 
fo ulated e. conception of the qualificatiot s for connni ttee and council 
mem .... rs and for program leaders. It appeared they understood what \iB.S 
required of leaders in a group work agency, in general. There was less 
evidence that they h d as cle r a. conception of the role of leaders in a 
group uorl< agency like the Young , ·!omen' a Christian Aasocic.ti.on~ Since 
the jobs and responsibilities are similar · for all departments, it might 
be profitable for· the program stnff to -undertake furthe;o;- study of these 
£actor s in staf'f meetings, and to arrivt:. "it some · common agreements con-
earning both qualifications and rosponsibili ties involved in these leader-
ship positions. 
Tho study seciOOd to indicate that the association made good 
use of the device of councils for the development of leadership and for 
giving constituents an opportunity to advise on policy and program. !Jo 
unifom practice in rocruit .. Ll.g of members for ~"leila was found; some 
were elected and some were appointed by the staff members. There seemed 
to be some evidence that there was more interest in total association 
affairs at the place here the members l19re elected directly by groups 
in the constituency rather than appointed . The writer recognizes that 
other factors such as program emphases for that department and the size 
of' the council may have operated at this point. Everything pointed to 
the fact that through the councils many of the younger,. employed group 
in the constituency were having a significant leadership experience, and 
that t his experience should be preparing the individuals for Ttider arrl 
more im lOrtent leadership positions in the association. The Nominating 
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Committee and the Chairmen of committees should not fail to explore the 
possibility of discovering good candi ates for committees and the Do~ 
of Directors in these ootmcils. 
There was eonsidera.bl,e &'Vidence throughout the st\liy th t the 1; 
il 
association had not become f'Ul.ly aware of its responsibility for devsl• 
oping a responsible electorate. Almost halt of the electoral members 
achie.ved this status by what might be tamed ttohenca" selacti~n, as s 
noted in t..l.Ie case of' the girls registering tor program offered by the 
Business and Industrial Girls ' Department. Electoral 11811lbe1'"8 were 
seldom given tirst consideration as Pl'GSP8Ctive candidate.EJ for leadelWlip 
· positions in the aaaocia~. In the case of the election ot the oa:rd 
of Dil'ectors~ .electornl mallbers did not 8JI8UIIle direct responsibility • 
but rather ware content to approve the selection llade by the Nominathlg 
Committee. Though oet.naibl.y the electorate had choaen to aeleot the 
mem'bere of the Board of Directors in this wa,y1. it . must be poinWd out 
that only a very aaaall.. percentage had actua.l.ly partU,ipated 1n making 
this .decision. Throughout the atudy there was considerable e.Tidence 
that the electoral membership had :not been helped to understand ita 
opportunities or responsibilities. cceptance or the parpose, and an 
opportunity tor the members to assist actively 1n implamentiDg it1 ie 
i portant in any agency; it is or even greater importance in an agency 
like the ·oung Women'• Chri'atian Association whoae purpose implies that 
the agency !~hall 1101'k to develop a responsible leaderebip. 
Approved, 
~1~rg~ 
Richard K. Con~nt 
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HO,.J JERE VOLUN'r EERS SELEC ED FOR BOARD OF D!Rf:I.;TORS 
COU!'JI TT :S 
comrcrts 
PROGRAH L ERS 
I 
:m!AT QUALIFICATIOl S rJERE SEr UP S GUIDES FOR SEIJi'XYrlON I BOARD OF DIRIDTORS !I 
COiJl'.ITT'l'T:ES I 
COUNCilS 
PROO .. LEADERS II 
I HO_, ~.E FROSP.OOTIVE m:?1BEP ... <3 APPROACHED FOR BOaiD OF DIRIXTORS 
COL1UITTEES 
COUNCILS 
WHAT AS DO!ill AT THE TIME OF SELroTION TOa 
INTERPRET THE JOB? 
INTERPRRI' THE lWOA? 
PROGIW~ LEADERS 
rJHAT \1ERE THE STRENGTHS AND · !EAlUYESSES IN PERFORMANCE OF BOARD OF DIR.ro"TORS 
CO 11 · TEES 
COUNCILS 
PROG , LEAD 
----,,--
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SOME QUALIFICATIONS NEEDID I N THE PERSONS TO BE ELECTED TO THE BOARD 
OF DI~TORS IN THE BOSTON YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, 1947 
Because we have a working Boaro and because the board meets twice a 
month we need people who have time to give to the lWOA. 
,' 
II 
I 
I 
! 
I j, 
,. 
! 
Because the responsibilities to be carried are those which require special . 
skills, we need to have those skills represented in the board. 
. I 
i e need people who will be good interpreters of the ntCA program in the ·J 
Community - persons who are able to gain support for the lTICA - both moral I 
and financial support. 
We need persons who believe in a recreational and educational program for : 
the under 35 year olds in a community and people who believe that such a 
program is valuable when carried by a private organization with a philo-
sophy which believes in the development of a democratic Christian life. 
· e need persons who have a knowledge of the problems and needs of teenage 
girls. 
Ie need persons who know the needs and interests· of business and indus-
trial women. 
Because the Berkeley Street Residence must be replaced, we should have 
eddi tional people who e.re interested in housing and will help to raise 
the money needed for the Berkeley Street Residence. 
e need peopl e who are interested in the Interracial and inter-religious 
aspect of the YWCA. 
e need people who believe in the contribution which an arts and crafts 
program makes. 
e need people who believe in the contribution which a Health Education 
program makes. 
Uost o£ ~ we need persona in whom there is jmgment about program 
building for young people, and people who are willing to lend that 
judgment in relation to program building. 
It 
:j 
INDIVIDUAL RATING SHEET 
~Date of filing, _______________________ Name __________________________________________ ___ 
Telephone ____________________________ Address ________________________ ~----------------
Suggested By: ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
Age Range: under 30 
----
30-34 ; 35-50 
-------- --------
50 or over 
------------------
Religion Marital status 
------------------------------
Nativity: rtative white, native parentage ; native white, foreign parentage 
foreign born Negro -;-Qther races ------
Business 
--------~--~---Retired or unen~loyed __________________________ __ 
Professional, including gov't. officials 
--~----------------Industry ; other types 
----------
Occupation of husband: 
Educational Experience: 
School 
-----~~--~~---------------------------------------------------------College or University 
-----------------------------------------------------Major Year 
------------------------------ ------~------~-----------------Graduate Work 
Business Training 
Industrial or Trade Training 
--------~------------------------------------
Employed ~xperience, now or formerly: (Please list) 
Y.W.C.A, E:xperience, here or elsewhere (Please list) 
Community Affiliations (Please specify responsibilities carried) 
Cornmittments at home or abroad affecting availability 
·---- --~-------------
GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS 
Please check using sce.le of 1-3 ( l = less than aver~e; 2. : 
average.) 
average; S : more than 
1~ Is the underlying Purpo'e of the Young Women's Christian Association 
reflected in the candidate's own attitudes and behavior? 
----------------~--
2. Maturity of Personalitys Respect for the opinions of others ; Some 
understandi~ of the motivations of others ; ability to work with 
others ·- J genuine liking for people ; dependability 
resourcefulness ; balanced judgment ; vision ------
ability to work with new patterns objective attitude toward 
controversial issues ; sense of responsibility for participating 
actively in whatever matters are being discussed 
----
3. Willingness to earry specific responsibility: Yes No 
-------- --------
4. Membership in Y .w .c .A, r Associate Electoral 
--------- -----------------
Special Skills 
The Nominating Committee assumes that where there is a trained staff worker for 
a certain skill, the board member's contribution is not so much in the realm of 
technical expertness as in the understanding appreciation and general knowledge 
of this field of work, ability to interpret it to others, and responsibility 
for seeing that it is held in proper balance with othAr concerns of the Association. 
Some board members need to be particularly strong in the knowledge of one or more 
or-the following fields of work (Please check) 
1. Program or Service Interests: Art workshops Health education 
Public Affairs ~ Camp ; Personal Counseling 
----~-- - -~----------Vo.cational Counseling Housing Food Service 
------
2. Program planning with constituency club groups: School girls 
Industrial girls · ; Household ~mployees · Business o-r-------
Professional women __ , __ ; Young married women ___ ; Students ___ _ 
3. Personnel Praotices: Employed staff ; volunteers 
------ ----------
4. Figures 5. Publicity and Promotion • 6. Community Relations 
All board members need to have some understanding of (P~ease check) 
~Our way of work; The Democratic Process ; Social group work 
so~ial case work ---------
2. The Community of Gr 8ate r Boston: sociological forces at work in community 
---Their effect on our organization ; Relation of local YWCA to other 
community ag encies and institutions 
3, The Total YWCA: How it functions a-s--a~n-a~t~i-on-al movement ; what significant 
~ convention act1ons havf;'l been taken What other committees in our own 
Association are att empting to do ; Relation of local YWCA to National 
and World YWCA's. 
---
REMARKS 
